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Template 1 (a) – Sources of information


Learner name    Jordan Taylor	  Centre    Vale of leven Academy	

You must use at least four sources of information.  

As part of my research I have used the following sources of information.

Internet websites

Self- improvement Mentor
http://www.self-improvement-mentor.com/effective-leadership-styles.html

National College of School Leaders

http://www.ncsl.org.uk/media-f7b-96-randd-leaders-business-adair.pdf

Management Issues
http://www.management-issues.com/2006/8/24/research/seven-principles-of-leadership.asp

Wikipedia
http://www.cbi.org.uk/ndbs/staticpages.
nsf/StaticPages/home.html/?OpenDocument

Business journals

http://www.haygroup.
com/tl/Downloads/Leadership_booklet.pdf


Textbooks





DVDs
Newspapers & Magazines

http://www.guardian.co.uk/

http://www.independent.co.uk/


People

My Head teacher; Mrs Robertson
My pastoral care teacher who also has responsibility for Enterprise; Mr Graham.
My History teacher; Mr Smith.
Television





Other (please specify)

Template 1 (b) – Report on leadership


Learner name    Jordan Taylor	  Centre    Vale of leven Academy	

You can produce one piece of work for the tasks described below.

For Task 1 you will need to report on what you have found out about leadership.  You will need to adapt and interpret the information you have researched for use in your report.  

Task 2 asks you to reach conclusions on the skills and qualities that you think make an effective leader.  You must provide an explanation to support your conclusions.  To do this you will need to identify real life examples of at least two effective leaders and compare the different ways in which they provide effective leadership.  

You can choose to present your report in a variety of ways.  

Tick () the style of presentation you have chosen to use.

Written report

Video

Presentation/talk

Podcast

Electronic presentation

Other



The following headings may help you to produce your report.

Leadership principles, styles, skills and qualities

Comparing different leaders

Conclusions – what skills and qualities can be found in effective leaders?
Jordan Taylor – Report on Leadership

Leadership principles, styles, skills and qualities

There are many different leadership styles, they can be given many different labels.  A visionary leader is the kind of leader who is able to set a vision for their organisation.  They set clear goals and are able to take people along with them in the process.  Many well-known leaders like Margaret Thatcher have used this style of leadership.  

Another style of leadership is ‘Participative leadership’.  This kind of leader gets results by listening to people and getting everybody’s views.  This kind of person would be expert at getting everybody collaborating, thus getting commitment through participation.  It can take a lot of time to work this way.

A ‘Pace-setter’ leader leads by example – there is no challenge, deadline or pace of working that they themselves are not willing to meet.  It can be very effective where an organisation faces immediate and serious challenges.  However, it can leave out in the cold those who lack the confidence or the means to ‘keep up with the pace.’

The ‘Coaching’ leader is expert at getting people involved in meaningful self-analysis.  By getting people to outline their own strengths and weaknesses, the leader is able to manage change by allowing people to play to their strengths and therefore become more personally involved with the project.

I have found that leaders demonstrate a variety of skills and qualities.  These are detailed as follows:

	people skills.  This means more than just being able to get on with people.  An effective leader will be able to influence and create a climate for change because of the way in which they ask people to do things.  They are able to manage relationships with those that they work with.  This is more than ‘getting on’ with people; it is having an idea of how to influence others and resolve conflict wherever it should arise
management skills.  Someone with management skills will know how to set short and medium term objectives in order to take their organisation in the direction they want to.  They will also be well organised and be able to set and meet realistic deadlines

	self awareness.  A leader who is self aware will be knowledgeable about the limits of their talents and where they have gaps in their skills.  Having identified these, they can structure their team and working practice to compensate for things that can’t be done personally.  It means being aware of your limitations, but not allowing these to get in the way of what you want to achieve

self control.  An effective leader will be able to keep their emotions in check no matter what the situation.  This does not mean that they have to behave like a robot but just to be careful that showing/using emotions to a positive effect
	social awareness.  This means being able to ‘read’ the feeling of a group and act accordingly.  

There are many, many principles related to leadership! It can be as simple as getting the job done or it can be about influence on the group dynamic.  Here are some of the principles that I have learned about through my research:

	the development of leadership skills is linked to your own experience and practice.  This means that there is not a ‘one size fits all’ way of being an effective leader

	leadership is situation specific; it depends upon position, personality and knowledge.  The situation should decide how to operate – personal expertise is not enough on its own
	leadership is about being able to balance group and individual needs with that of the demands of the task in hand 
	leadership is about getting the process of working right.  This means making sure that everyone has an idea of their individual and group roles, planning the work, giving individuals specific responsibilities and letting them get on with it.  At the end of the task, the effective leader will encourage people to review performance and learn from actions and mistakes
	a leader will be looking to develop talent in young people.  They will not be overly concerned in someone having ‘a few years under their belt’ before they are allowed to take on a certain role
	a leader will have a controlling role in what is happening through observation and monitoring.  They will not try to do everything themselves
	a leader will be flexible and lead by example.



Comparing different leaders

I have chosen four people who are household names.  The leaders are Emmeline Pankhurst, Winston Churchill, Sir Alan Sugar and Barack Obama.

Emmeline Pankhurst was famous as the leader of the Suffragettes, the women who campaigned for the vote before the First World War.  I have chosen her as she is a classic example of a visionary leader who enthused people for her campaign over very many years.  She also had good people skills and was skilled at negotiating with politicians to get her point across.


I have chosen Winston Churchill because he was a great wartime leader.  Most people would think of him as having a directive leadership style, but he was also a good participative leader as he managed to work well with his generals and also politicians from other parties who also had government jobs during the Second World War.   His speeches became famous for articulating what people were thinking in the country at the time.

Sir Alan Sugar is an effective leader because whilst he has a stern exterior, he works closely with his two colleagues to assess and judge contestants on the Apprentice.  Having given his colleagues their tasks, he then steps back and lets them get on with it.  He trusts their judgement and acts on what they say.  He himself maintains a monitoring role and only gets involved in the debriefing session at which point he takes a lead role in deciding the next steps.

Barack Obama is an obvious choice as the leader of one of the most powerful countries in the world.  Obama operates in a participative way, but has a clear pace-setting agenda.  For example, he has recently been on a tour of the Middle East where he has made great efforts not to favour any one side.  Some people in America have not been happy with this.  Barack Obama took his main political rival to be one of his Secretaries of State;  Hilary Clinton.

Conclusions – what skills and qualities can be found in effective leaders?

It is interesting to compare Winston Churchill and Barack Obama because they both are leaders of their countries at times of crisis.  Churchill during a time of war and Obama whilst America is undergoing a severe economic crisis.  They have leadership qualities and styles in common; both are not afraid to direct people to do things their way but they carry people with them by listening to all viewpoints and communicating passionately about the goals they want to achieve.

Emmeline Pankhurst and Sir Alan Sugar because they both have reputations as maverick leaders who do things differently.  Both are skilled at using the team of people around them to work for a common cause.  They rely heavily on the expertise of others whilst making maximum use of publicity to promote their cause;  Emmeline Pankhurst to keep votes for women in the headlines and Sir Alan Sugar to promote enterprise and entrepreneurship.

A variety of skills and qualities can be demonstrated by effective leaders eg:

	good communication
	ability to work effectively with different people
	deal with problems as they arise
	be approachable and open to the ideas of others
	recognise the skills and talents in others
	be well organised
	be able to inspire
	be able to get the job done.


I think that an effective leader will be aware that they need to operate in different ways in different situations to get the best out of people.  They will also be aware of the need to recruit people with a range of strengths to achieve a balance of skills, knowledge and experience.  Effective leaders realise that an organisation will do well if its biggest resource ie staff is well-motivated and will spend time making sure that they do what they can to ensure that people are working efficiently.


Template 2 (a) – Evaluation – SWOT analysis
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This template uses an evaluation technique called SWOT analysis.  This technique asks you to think in detail about what you think of your skills, qualities and experience.  Once you have filled it in yourself, you could show it to a partner for more ideas/feedback.  Complete the template below with reference to your skills, qualities and experiences.

Strengths

	I have helped with a range of school activities including running the Fair Trade Stall at the Christmas Fair.  The products sold really well which I was pleased with as I helped select them.
	I organised pupils through the Pupil Council to sell off remaining stock at lunchtime Fair Trade stalls.
	I am on the Pupil Council and have been asked to be on a committee drawing up plans for the school’s wildlife garden.

I am on the school media group and know how to use publicity to get my point across.
I am on the schools sports teams for hockey and tennis.  For the last year, I have been captain of my hockey team.
	I have been a junior prefect and pupil ambassador for visitors who come to the school.
I like to get things done and will work very hard to make sure that they are done properly.

Weaknesses

	I chose this style of evaluation because I didn’t feel comfortable with someone else giving me feedback on myself in writing just yet as this type of evaluation is quite new to me; I think that shows that I lack some confidence in myself.
	I don’t like speaking in public and get nervous unless I have everything written out for me.

I can find it hard to handle stress and can get anxious about thing that I know I can’t control.
I know that I just tell people what to do sometimes and don’t explain myself properly.
I tend to play safe rather than choosing challenges that will take me out of my comfort zone.


Opportunities

	I have the chance to put theory into practice if I do the next unit ‘Leadership in Practice’.  This will give me the chance to work on my weaknesses and develop an effective way of working with people.
	If I take a chance to put my ideas of leadership into practice, it could really widen my horizons and lead to further opportunities.

I can use this knowledge of effective leadership to have an impact on my community now and in the future.
Threats

	I might lose my nerve and not go for challenges that will stretch me as much.  

I am concerned that I will forget what I have learnt about giving responsibility to other people and just do the work myself because I am anxious to get the work done.
I am still nervous about getting formal feedback on myself and might try talking to my guidance tutor as I feel that this feedback would be very valuable.


Conclusions

Use the space below to help you draw conclusions about your skills, qualities and experiences in relation to leadership.  You must provide an explanation to support your conclusions.  Remember, a good leader will be as aware of their weaknesses as they are of their strengths.  

My main skills in dealing with people are:

	I am a hard worker

I get on well with people
I enjoy working collaboratively.


My main management skills are:

	I am well-organised and able to make clear plans

I am practiced at getting different groups of people to work with each other and to get things done.


My main social skills are:

	I am a friendly open person whom people seem to trust

I can cope well with different personalities and ways of working.


The potential threats to the way I lead people are:

	I can sometimes be too careful about taking a risk

I can sometimes not explain myself properly to my peers
I can sometimes allow pressure to stress me out.


The ways in which I will deal with the potential threats to the way I lead people are:

	try and devise a detailed strategy that allows time for contingencies such as breakdown in communication so that that I can realise and put the matter right rather than getting stressed about things
	concentrate on getting to know people and not just talking about the task in hand so that people approach me before an issue becomes a problem.


I realise that if I am to develop as a leader I will also need to work on my other weaknesses.


Folio checklist
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The checklist below will help you gather all the information you need for your portfolio.

I have gathered the following evidence into my folio.
Tick ()
A table showing that I used at least three sources of information to find out about leadership styles.

A report on leadership.


Conclusions on what makes an effective leader.


A self-evaluation of my own skills, qualities and experience in relation to leadership.


Learner Unit assessment record


Leadership:  Leadership:  An Introduction (SCQF Level 6)

Class

Group

Learner name
Jordan Taylor
Learner ID

Record of performance
Tasks
*Achieved/ not achieved
Comments
1	Find out information about leadership.

A
This was a really good piece of work.  It was well researched, resulting in a thorough report.

2	Reach conclusions about what makes an effective leader.

A
This was one of the most effective and original parts of the report.  You obviously enjoyed this part of the work as your comparisons between leaders is very thorough and provides more information than necessary.  A very interesting piece of work! 

3	Evaluate your own potential for leadership.

A
Excellent use of the SWOT evaluation tool.  Comprehensive conclusions and explanation drawn from your evaluation.  Well done!

*(Enter A or NA in the box to indicate whether the candidate has achieved or not achieved each Task.  The comments column can be used to highlight any reassessment that may be needed.)

Overall comments

Overall, I think that you have done extremely well with the work for this Unit.  Your analysis and conclusions are well-supported and show considerable independent thinking.  I think that your self-evaluation will provide you with a good starting point if you choose to progress to Leadership in practice.

Assessor name    N. Quail
Assessor signature
Date



